Geneva Call or the Non-Governmental Armed Forces (CNF) or the National Armed Forces (CNA) in accordance with the Geneva Conventions. It is mentioned that the Geneva Call is an international organization which works to internationalize the humanitarian dimension of armed conflict. It has been known for its efforts to strengthen and promote international humanitarian law and its application in armed conflicts.

However, there is a movement in the international community to establish a mandate for the Geneva Call or the CNF/CNA in the context of counterterrorism and counterinsurgency operations. This movement is supported by the United Nations and other international organizations.

It is mentioned that the Geneva Call and the CNF/CNA have been actively involved in various initiatives aimed at promoting international humanitarian law and its application in armed conflicts. These initiatives include the establishment of national mechanisms for the implementation of international humanitarian law, the development of training programs for military personnel, and the promotion of awareness-raising campaigns among the general public.

It is also mentioned that the Geneva Call and the CNF/CNA have been working closely with other international organizations and NGOs to enhance their efforts in this area. This cooperation has been facilitated through various platforms such as the United Nations, the International Committee of the Red Cross, and the International Committee of the Red Crescent.

It is concluded that the Geneva Call and the CNF/CNA have made significant contributions to international humanitarian law and its application in armed conflicts. Their work has been widely recognized and appreciated by the international community. It is hoped that these efforts will continue to contribute to the strengthening and promotion of international humanitarian law and its application in armed conflicts.